
Adcade® Integrates with Sizmek®; Enables Ad Creators to 
Export Sizmek Ads Directly From Epoch™ 

 
New York, NY - Ad tech startup Adcade announced today that it has integrated its ad 
authoring tool, Epoch, with Sizmek’s Open Ad Management platform. This integration 
enables ad creators and designers to export Sizmek ad assets through .Zip bundles 
from Adcade’s HTML5 ad building platform, Epoch. Brands, agencies, and publishers 
now have the power to produce, deploy, and serve multi-screen HTML5 ads from a 
server-agnostic creative platform. Epoch users will be able to export their bundled 
creative assets for direct upload into the Sizmek platform for delivery and metrics 
aggregation.  
 
Adcade executives see the Sizmek integration as a giant leap forward for both parties, 
opening up a larger user base for Epoch while enabling Adcade clients to serve creative 
with Sizmek’s world-class technology. Adcade CTO, Buzz Wiggins, explains “It’s a win-
win for everyone involved, down to the user. We’ve removed the pain points of having to 
use multiple ad servers for one rich media campaign. Integrations like this make the 
HTML5 ad building process easier and more cost efficient.”  
 
Sizmek Product Marketing Manager, David Simutis, adds “The Epoch ad tool is a great 
way for advertisers to create HTML5 ads, and gives our customers the ability to 
integrate it with our serving, analytics and data capabilities.”  
 
Un-coupled from a single ad server, Epoch is the only HTML5 creative platform that 
gives digital marketers the option to choose an ad server from Adcade's existing server 
integrations and export campaigns as a .Zip bundle with the server's hosting and 
reporting specs built-in ready to publish. This feature grants Epoch users complete 
creative flexibility by providing them with a single creative platform to build HTML5 ads 
for multiple ad servers.  
 
Interested users and partners can visit Adcade.com for more details and download 
Epoch for free with a 7-day trial. 
 
About Adcade  
 
New York ad tech company, Adcade, empowers designers and developers with creative 
technology to build HTML5 advertising for any screen, any device, any ad server. 
Adcade's proprietary multi-screen animation software, Epoch, simplifies the creation of 
HTML5 advertising while providing a highly efficient flexible workflow for both ad 
builders and designers. 
 
 

http://adcade.com/


About Sizmek 
 
Sizmek Open Ad Management brings freedom of choice to end-to-end advertising. With 
a single point of access to the best technology, data, and strategic guidance—and the 
flexibility to choose solutions that fit their strategies—more than 42,000 advertisers, 
agencies, publishers, and trading desks create inspiring, seamless advertising 
campaigns that connect them to their customers around the world easily and effectively. 
Open and independent, Sizmek’s wide range of technology and data is bolstered by 
integrations with more than 100 partners providing leading solutions for attribution, data 
management, audience measurement, search engine marketing, creative authoring, 
and more.  Sizmek operates in more than 70 countries, with local offices providing 
award-winning service throughout North America, EMEA, LATAM, and APAC. 
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